hegemony. His vision about propaganda throughout the book is that of a malignant form of persuasion. The fact that propaganda seeks to bypass or even suppress our ability to assess rationally and on a factually adequate basis whatever being communicated, suggests a deeply disturbing unethical facet of this phenomenon. Readers will find many explicit and implicit references to propagandists as the "bad guys" who should be confronted by individuals and nations to preserve the sound ethical communication standards that drive human sustainability around the world. Marlin notes that "to avoid repeating mistakes of the past, an alert citizenry today should take the trouble to learn how easy it can be for a powerful minority to manipulate information to win the support-or the indifference-of the majority towards its actions" (2013: 2).
Readers affiliated with diverse disciplinary backgrounds should find the book quite informative. The lucid language and diverse examples and cases suggest that this work is meant not only for average mass communication students and researchers, but also for learners with training in politics, sociology, psychology, public diplomacy, marketing, anthropology, literature, history, and philosophy. Marlin explicates the multiple meanings of propaganda and the insidious elements of communication forms like advertising, public relations, and government information in a critical, yet balanced fashion. He gives ample attention to discussing ethical implications of those forms, positioning them in the context of freedom of expression, democratization, and universal ethics.
According to Propaganda and the Ethics of Persuasion, handling communication in diverse personal and institutional contexts is most challenging. The book provides diverse examples of propaganda undermining understanding and harmony among cultures and nations. Marlin refers to deceptive and misleading persuasive communications as a means of achieving political and social ends with minimal regard for ethical standards. However, according to the author, some forms of propaganda, like education, may be viewed as having significant benign features. While education is culturally biased by default, the dividend of preparing young generations with culturally acceptable ethical values has always been positively received.
The book provides an insightful account not only of the multiple facets of propaganda in human history, but of how numerous forms of persuasion had disastrous consequences for some nations, ethnic groups, and cultures. He suggests that the Holocaust was an outcome of systematic Nazi hate propaganda and so was the massacre of hundreds of thousands of Tutsis in Rawanda as a result of extensive Hutu radio propaganda. Marlin also presented examples from the Middle East during the Anglo-American invasion of Iraq when former U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell did his "visually seductive" 2003 UN Security Council presentation claiming Iraqi possession of biological and chemical weapons. Media were willing to accept and report Powell's claims as facts, thus fostering a misinformed world public opinion on Iraq. As it turned out later, Iraq had no such weapons and the whole story was fabricated to justify the invasion of another country.
Marlin raises interesting questions about the efficacy of government controls on mass communications as opposed to self-regulatory mechanisms in the media industry. He addresses issues like advertising controls, press councils, and government communication in American and Canadian contexts. He notes that hate propaganda has been at the centre of constitutional debates in Canada, citing cases like that of Ernst Zundel who denied the Holocaust. He quoted Chief Justice Brian Dickson's statement that hate propaganda ranked low among the kinds of expression meriting protection when considered in light of the core values that the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms was designed to uphold. He refers to the Hutchins Commission
